The K-Closest-Pairs Query (K-CPQ), a type of distance join in spatial databases, discovers the K pairs of objects formed from two different datasets with the K smallest distances. Recently, branch-and-bound algorithms based on R-trees have been developed in order to answer K-CPQs efficiently. For query optimization purposes, analytical models are needed to estimate the processing cost of a specific query in order to evaluate alternative execution plans. In this paper, we combine techniques that have been used for the analysis of nearest neighbor and spatial join queries, and derive the performance cost (in terms of disk accesses) of K-CPQs using R-trees. Moreover, we present two interesting extensions of the cost model for K-CPQs, one exploiting the buffering management using R-trees and another for a second type of distance join, the socalled buffer queries. The proposed cost models are verified under a variety of distributions in 2-dimensional space on both synthetic and real datasets, shown to achieve accurate estimations of the measured experimental results.
Introduction
The role of spatial databases is continuously increasing in many modern applications during last years. Mapping, urban planning, transportation planning, resource management, geomarketing, archeology and environmental modeling are just some of these applications. The key characteristic that makes a spatial database a powerful tool is its ability to manipulate spatial data, apart from storing and representing them. The most basic form of such a manipulation is answering queries related to the spatial properties of data. Some typical spatial queries include selections with respect to a reference object (point location query; range query; nearest neighbor query) and joins between two spatial datasets (overlap or distance join).
In this paper, the cost of a spatial query that combines join and nearest neighbor queries is studied. It is called K Closest Pairs Query (K-CPQ), which is a type of distance join query. It is defined as follows: Given two different datasets S 1 and S 2 of N S 1 and N S 2 points, respectively, a K-CPQ retrieves the 1 6 K 6 N S 1 Ã N S 2 different pairs of points from S 1 · S 2 with the K smallest distances between all possible pairs of points that can be formed by choosing one point of S 1 and one point of S 2 . Like a join query, all pairs of objects are candidates for the result. Like a nearest neighbor query, the K nearest neighbor property is the basis for the final ordering. In the degenerate case of K = 1, the closest pair of spatial objects is discovered. Consider, for instance, a spatial database where the datasets represent the cultural landmarks and the populated places of North America. A K-CPQ will discover the K closest pairs of cities and cultural landmarks.
Tree-based algorithms for K-closest pairs search follow branch-and-bound techniques that aim at finding quickly a good set of pairs, in order to prune the search space as soon as possible. The earliest K-CPQ algorithms were proposed in [11, 13] for R-trees [18] , although they can be modified for any data-partition index (e.g. LSD h -tree [19] ). These algorithms report the elements of a query result all together, at the end of the algorithmÕs execution, assuming that the cardinality (K) of the result is known in advance. In such algorithms, the R-trees are traversed in a DepthFirst (Sorted) or Best-First (Heap) manner, and the MinDist distance (MINMINDIST in [11, 13] ) is applied for pruning the search space effectively, since MinDist is a generalization of the minimum distance between points and MBRs (Minimum Bounding Rectangles, which geometrically encloses spatial objects). MinDist can be applied to pairs of any kind of elements (i.e. MBRs or points) stored in R-trees during the computation of branch-and-bound algorithms for K-CPQ.
In the first algorithm presented in [11, 13] , the R-tree is traversed in a Depth-First manner. Specifically, starting from the two roots, all possible pairs of MBRs are sorted in ascending order of MinDist, and the pair of MBRs with the lowest value is visited first. The process is repeated recursively (internal R-tree nodes) until the leaf level where the first potential set of closest pairs is retrieved. During backtracking to the upper levels, the algorithm only visits entries whose MinDist is smaller than or equal to the distance of the Kth closest pair found so far. Depth-First search, finds many approximate solutions quickly (although, it may take long time to obtain the best solution if it does not traverse the search path in the right direction) and improves their quality along time. In order to overcome these problems, in [11, 13] a Best-First K-CPQ algorithm was also proposed. This algorithm keeps a minimum binary heap with the references to pairs of nodes (characterized by their MBRs) of the two different R-trees hMinDist; Addr R 1 ; Addr R 2 i accessed so far, and visits the pair of MBRs with the minimum MinDist in the heap. Although, this alternative can theoretically provide the optimal cost (i.e., it only visits the nodes necessary for obtaining the K closest pairs), its performance in practice can suffer if the available memory is smaller than the required heap. In these situations part of the heap must migrate to disk, which may incur additional disk accesses, affecting the query performance.
An important and interesting research direction is the query-cost modeling. Cost models are used to rank and select the promising processing strategies in spatial databases [30] , given a spatial query and spatial datasets. Cost models are needed to estimate the selectivity of spatial search and join operations toward comparison of execution costs of alternative processing strategies for spatial operations during query optimizations. Several cost models have been proposed to estimate, in terms of node accesses, the performance of nearest-neighbors and join queries in the context of the R-trees, but more work is needed [30] .
The analysis of query performance in spatial access methods is important for query optimization and for evaluating access method designs. Most I/O cost models unrealistically assume uniformity and independence to make the analysis tractable. However, real data overwhelmingly disobey these assumptions; they are typically skewed and often have dependences between dimensions. In this paper, we derive formulae to estimate the number of disk accesses for K-CPQ between two R-trees, for real datasets. These formulae depend on several input parameters, highlighting the correlation exponent (q) and number of pairs in the final result (K). Moreover, our analysis provides a cost model of a typical (non-uniform) workload using the so-called biased query model [22] , which assumes that queries are more probable in high-density areas of the address space. Moreover, we have successfully extended our cost model to other distance join queries as buffer queries [9] and to the study of including buffering (LRU buffer model, [6] ) in K-CPQ using R-trees, which theoretical results have been very similar to the experimental ones in terms of buffer hit probability and number of R-tree node accesses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the R-tree family as spatial access method, describe the branch-and-bound algorithms for K-CPQ and survey previous work on cost models for nearest neighbors and join queries over R-trees. Section 3 presents our cost model and the formulae that estimate the K-CPQ performance, which is a generalization of different cost models as nearest neighbor and spatial join queries using R-trees. In Section 4, two interesting extensions of the cost model are discussed: a cost model for buffer queries (another type of distance join) and a buffer model (LRU) for K-CPQ using R-trees. In Section 5, experimental results of the proposed cost model are presented with respect to R-tree implementations for different data distributions (synthetic (uniform) and real). Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions of this research paper and gives directions for future work.
Related work

R-trees
An R-tree [18] is a hierarchical, height balanced multidimensional data structure, designed to be used in secondary storage and it is a generalization of B-trees for multidimensional data spaces. It is used for the dynamic organization of a set of d-dimensional objects represented by their ddimensional MBRs. These MBRs are characterized by min and max points of hyper-rectangles with faces parallel to the coordinate axes. Using the MBR instead of the exact geometrical representation of the object, its representational complexity is reduced to two points, where the most important object features (position and extension) are maintained. Consequently, the MBR is an approximation widely employed.
The rules obeyed by an R-tree are as follows: leaves reside on the same level; each leaf contains entries of the form (MBR, Oid), such that MBR is the minimum bounding rectangle that encloses the object determined by the identifier Oid; internal nodes contain entries of the form (MBR, Addr), where Addr is the address of the child node and MBR is the minimum bounding rectangle that encloses MBRs of all entries in that child node; nodes (except possibly for the root) of an Rtree of class (Cmin, Cmax) contain between Cmin and Cmax entries, where Cmin 6 dCmax/2e (Cmax and Cmin are also called maximum and minimum branching factors or fan-out); the root contains at least two entries, if it is not a leaf. Fig. 1 depicts the 2-dimensional points along with their MBRs, on the left and the corresponding R-tree of class (2, 3), on the right.
Many variations of R-trees have appeared in the literature (an exhaustive survey can be found in [17] ). One of the most popular and efficient variations is the R*-tree [2] . The R*-tree added two major enhancements to the R-tree, in case that a node overflows. First, rather than just considering the area, the node-splitting algorithm in the R*-tree also minimized the perimeter and overlap enlargement of the minimum bounding rectangles. It tends to reduce the number of subtrees to follow for search operations. Second, the R*-tree introduced the notion of forced reinsertion to make the tree shape less dependent to the insertion order. When a node overflows, it is not split immediately, but a portion of entries of the node is reinserted from the tree root. With these two enhancements, the R*-tree generally outperforms original R-tree. It is commonly accepted that the R*-tree is one of the most efficient R-tree variants.
Algorithms for K-CPQ using R-trees
If we assume that the datasets are indexed on any tree-like structure belonging to the R-tree family, then the main objective while answering this type of distance-based query is to reduce the search space. In [11] , a generalization of the function that calculates the minimum distance between points and MBRs (MinDist) was presented. MinDist (M 1 , M 2 ) calculates the minimum distance between two MBRs M 1 and M 2 . If any of the two (both) MBRs degenerates (degenerate) to a point (two points), then we obtain the minimum distance between a point and an MBR [29] (between two points). 
MinDist(M 1 , M 2 ) serves as lower bound function of the Euclidean distance from the K closest pairs of objects enclosed by the MBRs M 1 and M 2 (lower-bounding property). MinDist is monotonically non-decreasing with the R-tree heights [13] . The general pruning mechanism for K-CPQs over R-trees is the following: if MinDist(M 1 , M 2 ) > z, then the pair of MBRs (M 1 , M 2 ) will be discarded, where z is the distance value of the Kth closest pair that has been found so far. In order to design an efficient algorithm that retrieves the 1 6 K 6 N S 1 Ã N S 2 different pairs of points from S 1 · S 2 (where both point datasets are indexed by R-trees), the concept of synchronous tree traversals following a Depth-First or Best-First search can be applied for query processing [13] . Since Best-First search is I/O optimal (in absence of buffers, it only visits the necessary nodes for obtaining the query result [4] ) and Depth-First search accesses more partitions than actually necessary, we are going to focus on the first searching strategy for the K-CPQ algorithm that will guide our cost analysis.
The Best-First K-CPQ algorithm needs to keep a minimum binary heap (H) [10] with the references to pairs of internal nodes (characterized by their MBRs) accessed so far from the two different R-trees and their minimum distance (hMinDist; Addr R 1 ; Addr R 2 i). It visits the pair of MBRs (nodes) with the minimum MinDist in the H, until it becomes empty or the MinDist value of the pair of MBRs located in the root of H is larger than the distance value of the Kth closest pair that has been found so far (z). To keep track of z, we also need an additional data structure that stores the K closest pairs discovered during the processing of the algorithm. This data structure is organized as a maximum binary heap (K-heap) [10] and will hold pairs of objects according to their minimum distance (the pair with the largest distance resides in the root). In the implementation of K-CPQ algorithm we must consider the following cases: (1) initially the (K-heap is empty (z is initialized to 1), (2) the pairs of objects reached at the leaf level are inserted in the K-heap until it gets full (z keeps the value of 1), (3) if the distance of a new pair of objects discovered at the leaf level is smaller than the distance of the pair residing in the K-heap root, then the root is extracted and the new pair is inserted in the K-heap, updating this data structure and z (distance of the pair of objects residing in the K-heap root). Such an algorithm for two R-trees (R 1 , R 2 ) with the same heights appears in the Fig. 2 (input: two R-trees (R 1 and R 2 ) indexing two point datasets and a maximum binary heap with size K to store the final result (K-heap); output: K-heap (maximum binary heap with pairs of points ordered according to their distances)). If the R-trees have different heights, we can use fix-at-leaves technique [11] .
As we can observe from Fig. 2 , the K-CPQ is a combination of spatial join and K-nearest neighbor queries following a Best-First search [13] . Like a spatial join query, all pairs of objects are candidates for the final result. Like a K-nearest neighbor query, distance functions form the basis for pruning mechanism and the final ordering. Therefore, a combination of both cost models would be reasonable to adopt in order to propose a cost model for the K-CPQ using R-trees.
Cost models using R-trees
The first attempt to provide an analysis for R-tree index structures appeared in [16] , where a model that estimates the performance of R-trees and R + -trees for selection queries was proposed. Later, [21, 26] , independently, presented a formula that calculates the average number of page accesses in an R-tree accessed by a query window as a function of the average node size and the query window size. Due to the high impact of similarity queries (mainly of the nearest neighbor query), a considerable number of different algorithms using R-trees and the respective cost models for estimating the number of page accesses have already been proposed in the last years. Moreover, most related work on join processing using multidimensional access methods is based on spatial intersect joins using R-trees. In this section, we are going to review the most represen- tative research efforts on analytical performance studies for nearest neighbor and spatial intersect join queries using R-trees.
Cost models for nearest neighbor queries using R-trees
To the best of our knowledge, [27, 22] are the most representative papers for analysis based on fractals of nearest-neighbor queries on R-trees. These models try to account for the non-uniformity of the data by modeling it using a few global parameters, like the fractal dimension. This kind of models estimates the average page geometry assuming square pages and the average query shape in a similar way as the uniform techniques. However, instead of using the embedding dimension, they consider the fractal dimension. In [27] results for estimating data page accesses of R-trees when processing nearest neighbor queries in a Euclidean space were reported. Since it is difficult to determine accesses of pages with rectangular regions for spherical queries, the authors approximate query spheres by minimum bounding and maximum enclosed cubes and thus determine lower-and upper-bounds in average-case formulae for the number of page accesses for 1-nearest-neighbor search. These bounds diverge rapidly with the increase of fractal dimensions. In [22] , closed-form formulae for K-nearest-neighbor queries, for arbitrary K were proposed. Moreover, such formulae can be simplified and, thus, lead to fundamental observations that deflate the dimensionality curse.
In [4] , a cost model for query processing in high-dimensional data spaces was presented. It provides accurate estimations for nearest neighbor queries and range queries using the Euclidean distance, and assumptions of independence are implicit in the formulae. This paper introduces the concept of the Minkowski sum to determine the access probability of a rectangular page for spherical queries (i.e. range queries and nearest neighbor queries). The Minkowski sum can be used to determine the index selectivity of distance-based join operations. Finally, in [7] an excellent study that provides accurate estimations of the number of pages accesses for range queries and nearest neighbor queries under Euclidean and maximum distances was presented. The boundary effects are considered and the concept of fractal dimension is used to take into account the effects of correlated data.
Recently in [33] , a cost model for K-NN queries was also proposed for low and medium dimensionalities, using a new technique based on the concept of vicinity rectangles and Minkowski rectangles (instead of the traditional vicinity circles and Minkowski regions, respectively), which simplifies the resulting equations with minimal computational overhead. They confirmed the accuracy of the model through extensive experiments using the R*-tree as the underlying spatial access method (with uniform and real datasets) and, demonstrated its applicability and effectiveness by incorporating it in various query optimization problems related to nearest neighbor search.
Cost models for spatial join queries using R-trees
Considering join queries, in [1] , analytical formulae for cost and selectivity, based on the R-tree analysis of [21] , were proposed. The basic idea of [1] was the consideration of one of the datasets as the underlying database and the other dataset as a source for query windows in order to estimate the cost of a spatial join query based on the cost of range queries. Experimental results showing the accuracy of the selectivity estimation formula were also presented in that paper.
In [20] , a cost model for spatial joins using R-trees was proposed. It was the first attempt to provide an efficient formula for join performance by distinguishing two cases: considering either zero or nonzero buffer management. Using the analysis of [21] and assuming knowledge of R-tree properties, this paper provides two formulae, one for each of the above cases. The efficiency of the proposed formulae was demonstrated by comparing analytical estimations with experimental results for varying buffer sizes (with the relative error being around 10-20%).
In [32] , a model that predicts the performance of R-tree-based structures for selection (point or range) queries and an extension of this model for supporting join queries (overlap operator between spatial objects, although any other spatial operator could be used instead) were presented. The proposed cost formulae are functions of data properties only, namely, the cardinality and the density in the workspace, and, therefore, can be used without any knowledge of the R-tree index properties. They are applicable to point or non-point datasets and, although they make use of the uniformity assumption, they are also adaptive to non-uniform distributions, which usually appear in real applications, by reducing its effect from global to local level (i.e., maintaining a density surface and assuming uniformity on a small subarea of the workspace). Experimental results on both synthetic and real datasets showed that the proposed analytical model was very accurate, with the relative error being usually around 10-15% when the analytical estimate is compared to cost measurements using the R*-tree. In addition, for join query processing, a path buffer was considered and the analytical formula was adapted to support it. The performance saving due to the existence of such a buffering mechanism was highly affected by the sizes (and height) of the underlying indices and reached up to 50% for two-dimensional datasets. The proposed formulae and guidelines could be useful tools for spatial query processing and optimization purposes, especially when complex spatial queries are involved.
In [8] , an analytical model and a performance study of the similarity join operation on indexes were presented. In this context, the optimization conflict between CPU and I/O optimization was studied. To solve this conflict, a complex index architecture (Multipage Index, MuX) and join algorithm (MuX-join), which allows a separate optimization of the CPU time and the I/O time, was proposed. This architecture (MuX), which is based on R-trees (for a fast index construction, the bottom-up algorithm for X-tree construction [5] was adopted), utilized large primary pages, which are subject to I/O processing and optimized for this purpose. The primary pages accommodate a secondary search structure to reduce the computational effort. The experimental evaluation using the join algorithm (MuX-join) over the index architecture (MuX) showed a good performance.
3. A cost model for K-CPQ using R-trees
Preliminaries
According to the analysis of R-tree joins in [32, 15, 22] and assuming (without loss of generality) that the search space is a normalized d-dimensional unit hypercube [0, 1] d , we will consider the symbols shown in Table 1 for the analysis of the cost model. f R i , h R i , N R i ;l i , and s R i ;l i ;k can be easily estimated under the following two assumptions [32, 14] :
• Squaredness assumption. We consider square node MBRs (hypercubes), since this is a reasonable property for good R-trees [21] . We make this assumption in order to make modeling manageable. R-tree-like structures as the R*-tree and the X-tree try to produce such node MBRs.
• Biased query model. We assume that queries are more probable in high-density areas of the address space and that the anchor points are allowed to land only on data points. Thus, high-density areas attract more candidates for the query result.
where l i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; h R i À 1 (the root is assumed at level l i = 0 and leaves at
Moreover, in the case of low-dimensionality, for uniform data and considering the MBR effect, the average extent s R i ;l i of a node MBR of the R-tree R i (with height h R i ) at level l i (assuming that all node MBRs at the same level have similar extents and each node MBR has identical extent on each dimension) is given by the following formula [7] :
where l i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; h R i À 1 (the root is assumed at level l i = 0 and leaves at l i ¼ h R i À 1). In order to obtain s R i ;l i ;k (real average extent of node MBRs of the R-tree R i at level l i on dimension k (1 6 k 6 d)) for a given real R*-tree R i (R*-trees tend to generate squared MBRs in its structure [14] , i.e. good R-trees) and prove the squaredness assumption, we have computed the following formula for each level l i and dimension k. Let M R i ;l i ;m be the mth MBR (1 6 m 6 Number of Nodes R i ;l i ) at the l i th level (0 6 l i 6 h R i À 1) in the R*-tree R i , where Number of Point datasets that are indexed in the R-tree R i with cardinality N Si Cmax Ri Maximum number of objects per node (maximum branching factor) in the R-tree R i Uavg Ri
Average node utilization in the R-tree R i f Ri
Effective R-tree node capacity or average R-tree node fan-out in the R-tree R i h Ri
Height of the R-tree R i N Ri
Number of points indexed in the R-tree R i (cardinality of
Average number of R-tree nodes in the R-tree
Total number of R-tree nodes in R-tree R i s Ri;li;k Average extent of node MBRs of the R-tree R i at level l i on dimension k (1 6 k 6 d).
In other words, it is the average side length of node MBRs of
Distance of the Kth closest pair
Average number of pages (R-tree nodes) retrieved by a K-CPQ (Tables  2 and 3) .
Number of Nodes R i ;l i
We can observe from the R*-trees generated for our experiments (with different maximum fanouts, Cmax R i ) that the squaredness assumption is reasonable to use in our cost model, since
2 ) for any level l i , R*-tree R i and maximum fan-out Cmax R i . Therefore, we can use square-like MBRs with average extent s R i ;l i ðs R i ;l i ;k % s R i ;l i ) in the cost models using R*-trees.
Estimating the number of node accesses using R-trees
Number of node accesses for K-NNQ
We assume the normalized d-dimensional unit space [0, 1] d and a spatial dataset of cardinality N R i with the corresponding MBR approximations of spatial data being indexed in an R-tree R i . The problem of R-tree cost analysis for K-NNQ (K Nearest Neighbor Query), which finds the K nearest neighbors to a given point query and arbitrary value of K (1 6 K 6 N R i ), has been studied actively in [4, 7, 22] . The study in [22] for Euclidean distance, first it estimates how far away Table 2 Measured real average extent of node MBRs (s Ri;li;k ) of the R*-tree R i at level l i on dimension k (1 6 k 6 2) for uniform datasets (see Section 5), varying the branching factor for Cmax Ri ¼ 25 and 50 Table 3 Measured real average extent of node MBRs (s Ri;li;k ) of the R*-tree R i at level l i on dimension k (1 6 k 6 2) for real datasets (see Section 5), varying the branching factor for Cmax Ri ¼ 100 and 200 from the query point the Kth nearest neighbor is located in average (in effect transforming a nearest neighbor query into an equivalent range query).
where C(x) is the gamma function, obeying the recursive definition
, which may be approximated by Cðx þ 1Þ % ðx=eÞ
. Based on this distance, the cost model computes the volume of the Minkowski sum of the query sphere with radius dist nn (K) and the shape of an R-tree index page (average side length of node MBRs of R-tree), which corresponds to the access probability of the R-tree node. Besides, to compute dist nn (K) is used the correlation fractal dimension D 2 [3] , which shows how the average number of neighbors of a given point of the dataset grows, as the box size grows (dividing the space into hyper-cube grid boxes with size r). D 2 is computed by a box-computing algorithm based on the concept of sum of squared occupancies of points that are contained within boxes of size r [3] . Therefore, assuming a set of N R i d-dimensional points with correlation fractal dimension D 2 indexed by an R-tree R i with effective R-tree node capacity f R i and height h R i , the average number of accessed R-tree nodes (NA) to answer a K-NNQ is given by the following formula [22] :
In this case, we can observe that N R i ;l i is the node density of the R-tree R i at level l i , and the term
corresponds to the K-NNQ index selectivity, which is the probability that a node from the R-tree R i at level l i is accessed for this distance-based query. When we use indexes, the only gain using algorithms for query processing is the index selectivity, i.e. not all nodes must be accessed and not all objects must be compared. For nearest neighbor queries, assuming smoothly distributed points in the data space, low dimensionality (low D 2 values) and considering the MBR effect, the estimation of the average side length of node MBRs of R-tree R i at level l i in presence of the correlation fractal dimension D 2 is as follows [7] :
3.2.2. Number of node accesses for spatial join Formally, the problem of R-tree cost analysis for spatial join queries is defined as follows [32] :
. Let us assume two spatial datasets of cardinality N R 1 and N R 2 , with the corresponding MBR approximations of spatial data being stored in two R-tree indices R 1 and R 2 , respectively. The goal of the cost analysis is a formula that would efficiently estimate the average number of nodes accessed in order to process a spatial join query between the two datasets indexed by R-trees, based on the knowledge of the data properties and extracting information from the corresponding R-tree structures.
Let the heights of the R-trees R 1 and R 2 , be h R 1 and h R 2 , respectively. At each level l i , 0 6 l i 6 h R i À 1, R i contains N R i ;l i nodes of average size s R i ;l i ;k , on each dimension k (1 6 k 6 d). The overall estimation of the total cost in terms of R-tree node accesses for the spatial join operation (when the spatial predicate is overlap) is defined by the following formula [32] (without loss of generality, it is assumed that h R 2 6 h R 1 ):
The cost of the previous formula at each level is the sum of two factors which correspond to the costs for the two R-trees, namely NA(R 1 , R 2 , l 1 ) and NA(R 2 , R 1 , l 2 ), respectively. For the levels of the two R-trees, where h R 2 6 h R 1 :
where h R 2 6 l 1 6 h R 1 À 1 and 0 6 l 2 6 h R 2 À 1. Therefore, the estimation of the total I/O cost in terms of R-tree nodes accessed for spatial join query is as follows:
where
is the R-tree node pairs density of the R-trees R 1 and R 2 at levels l 1 and l 2 , and the term
corresponds to the join index selectivity, and it equals the probability that a random pair of nodes from two R-trees R 1 and R 2 at levels l 1 and l 2 is accessed (i.e. the number of node pairs at levels l 1 and l 2 to be processed divided by the theoretically possible node pairs).
Number of node accesses for K-CPQ
The previous formulae (2) and (5) can be applied for obtaining the I/O cost of the K-CPQ for Rtrees, using an appropriate K-CPQ index selectivity, (r). It depends mainly on the characteristics of the index (e.g. average side length of node MBRs) and on the distance parameter dist cp (K), which is the distance of the Kth closest pair for the K-CPQ.
The K-CPQ index selectivity (r) can be also obtained by using the concept of Minkowski sum [4] . The Minkowski sum of two geometric objects A and B, each seen as an infinite number of vectors (points) in the d-dimensional data space (e.g. A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . .} and B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . .}), is defined as the set of vector sum of all combinations between vectors in A and B:
For the cost modeling we are only interested in the volume of the Minkowski sum, V AÈB , not in its shape. The simplest case is both spatial objects to be d-dimensional MBRs, M 1 and M 2 , with side length r k and s k (1 6 k 6 d), respectively. In this case, the volume V M 1 ÈM 2 of the Minkowski sum of two MBRs is the MBR with side length t k , where each t k corresponds to the sum of r k and s k , as in Fig. 3a for d = 2. Note the likeness of V M 1 ÈM 2 with the expression of join index selectivity, see formula (6) .
A more complicate case is the volume of the Minkowski sum of an MBR M with side length r k (1 6 k 6 d) and a hyper-sphere with radius e ðV MÈS e Þ. In this case, we enlarge the MBR region so that if the original MBR touched any point of the query sphere, then the enlarged MBR touches the center point of the query. Thus, the MBR region becomes enlarged by a sphere of the same radius e whose center point is drawn over the surface of the MBR region. The V MÈS e equation is given by the following binomial formula and the Fig. 3b shows this transformation for d = 2. Again, observe the likeness with the expression of K-NNQ index selectivity, see formula (3).
In [8] for the similarity join operation (two datasets of multidimensional points are combined in such a way that the result contains all pairs of points where the distance does not exceed a given distance threshold e), the volume of the Minkowski sum of three objects (two MBRs and a esphere) was given by the following binomial formula: In our case (the K-CPQ), for the Euclidean distance, a pair of R-tree nodes is processed whenever the minimum distance between their two MBRs does not exceed the dist cp (K) distance value. In order to determine the probability of this event, we enlarge the MBR of one node so that this MBR touches any point of the MBR of the other node (Minkowski sum of two MBRs is an MBR with added side lengths). This new MBR is enlarged even more by a sphere of radius dist cp (K) whose center point is drawn over the perimeter of the enlarged MBR. The 2-dimensional Minkowski sum of two MBRs and a e-sphere (e dist cp (K)) is shown in the Fig. 4 . The volume of the Minkowski sum of two MBRs of two levels l 1 and l 2 R-tree nodes (0 6 l i 6 h R i À 1) from two R-trees R 1 and R 2 with heights h R 2 6 h R 1 and one sphere of radius dist cp (K), divided by the data space volume (the volume of the d-dimensional unit space [0, 1] d which is equal to 1), expresses the access probability (K-CPQ index selectivity, r(K)) of the corresponding nodes and it is given by the following binomial formula (note that R i contains N R i ;l i nodes of average side lengths s R i ;l i with minimum distance between them smaller than or equal to dist cp (K)):
For example, if we have low values of dimensionality (d = 2 and 3), it is easy to deduce K-CPQ index selectivity formula as follows (where a ¼ ðs
Although, the Minkowski sum is used in [8] for uniform and independent data only, it can also be applied for real data (non-uniform and independent data distributions) to determine r(K), assuming the pairs distribution is smooth (in this case, smoothness means that the pairs density (number of pairs inside a given volume) does not vary severely inside the Minkowski enlargement of page pairs), since in this case, the non-uniformity does not have influence on the cost model [7] . Moreover, the use of the exponent q/d for the whole sum in the above formula (7) is explained as follows, according to [7] . Under uniformity and independence assumption, the number of pairs of points enclosed in a hypercube with side length s is proportional to the volume of the hypercube, pairs(s)
Finally, the overall estimation of the total I/O cost in terms of R-tree node accesses for K-CPQ is given by the following formula (without loss of generality, it is assumed that h R 2 6 h R 1 ), in a similar way to NA nn (R i , K) and NA sj (R 1 , R 2 ). Where the multiplier (i.e. the factor 2) corresponds to the cost of two R-trees (R 1 and R 2 ), N R 1 ;l 1 Ã N R 2 ;l 2 is the R-tree node pairs density of the R-trees R 1 and R 2 at levels l 1 and l 2 , and r(K) represents the percentage of pairs of R-tree nodes that are accessed at these levels for the K-CPQ algorithm.
Estimation of the distance of the Kth closest pair, dist cp (K)
We are interested in the estimation of dist cp (K) under the Euclidean distance for arbitrary object distributions. Real datasets (non-uniform and independent) show a clear divergence from the uniformity and independence assumptions [14] and, hence, it is better to consider the uniformity as a special case. In [15] was proposed a power law to predict the selectivity of spatial join and to estimate the distance of the Kth closest pair (PC(r) = b * r q ). Here, we will use the Box-OccupancyProduct-Sum (BOPS) method (box-counting approach) as proposed in [15] to determine the exponent (q) of the power law.
For the estimation of dist cp (K), given two point datasets with finite cardinalities N R 1 and N R 2 embedded in a unit hypercube of dimension d, the average number of pairs within a region of regular shape characterized by a distance r P 0, obeying a power law based on the Ôcorrelation exponentÕ q [15, 3] , is given by: pairs(r, Ôd-shapeÕ) = s p * Vol(r,Ôd-shapeÕ)
is the volume of that part of an r-hypersphere centered on a point that is inside the d-dimensional hypercube [0, 1] d . Therefore, we can use the previous formula to estimate the average distance of Kth closest pair under the Euclidean distance, satisfying that pairs(r, Ôd-shapeÕ) = K and r = dist cp (K):
3.4. Estimation of the correlation exponent, q
The pair-count law [15] governs the distribution of pair-wise distance between two real, ddimensional point datasets. The exponent of the pair count law, so-called pair-count exponent q (correlation exponent), can be calculated using the box-counting approach based on the concept of box-occupancy-product-sum (BOPS) [15] . The most important properties of q are the following: (1) q includes the correlation fractal dimension (D 2 ) as special case; (2) q is invariant to affine transformations (translation, rotation and uniform scaling); (3) q is invariant to sampling; and (4) q is invariant to L p metric distance used [15] . The algorithm for computing BOPS is an interesting extension of the algorithm proposed in [3] for computing D q (generalized fractal dimension).
Definition 2. Pair-count function, PC(r) [15] .
For two point datasets, S 1 and S 2 , and a given distance r P 0, the pair-count function, PC(r), counts the number of pairs within a Euclidean distance smaller than or equal to r. PC(r) = {(a i , b j ): distance(a i , b j ) 6 r, a i 2 S 1 and b j 2 S 2 }. In order to obtain PC(r), we can use the box-counting algorithm (it is linear O(N+M) over the total number of points in both datasets) based on the concept of Box-Occupancy-Product-Sum (BOPS) [15] . Intuitively, BOPS(r) counts the number of pairs of points (from two different datasets) that lie within boxes of size r. Usually, to calculate the correlation exponent q (pair-count exponent), it is useful to plot log (BOPS(r)) as a function of log(r) and measure the slope of the linear part of the obtained curve by performing a linear interpolation (this slope corresponds to the correlation exponent (q) and the proportionality constant to b); hence q = d(log (BOPS(r))/ d(log(r)). Intuitively, q shows how the average number of pairs from two different points datasets grows, as the distance r increases. Definition 4. Box-Occupancy-Product-Sum, BOPS(r) [15] .
The BOPS of a grid with box size r is defined as the sum of products of occupancies as
where N(r) is the number of boxes with side r that are occupied by the two point datasets; p i;S 1 and p i;S 2 are the percentage of points of the datasets S 1 and S 2 , respectively, which fall inside the ith box with side r.
A consequence of this definition is that BOPS(r) / r q (BOPS follows a power law with its exponent equal to the correlation exponent, q) [15] . BOPS plays a similar role that the sum of squared occupancies (S 2 ðrÞ ¼ P p 2 i ), which is proportional to the correlation fractal dimension D 2 (S 2 (r) / r D2 ) [3] . That is, the correlation exponent q includes the correlation fractal dimension D 2 as a special case [15] .
Therefore, we have to estimate how the access probability of an R-tree page changes in presence of the correlation exponent described by q. Let us assume that the point density of each dataset is constant throughout the populated part of the page region and its Minkowski enlargement, and taking into account the MBR effect [7] , we can estimate the average extent s R i ;l i of a node MBR of the R-tree R i at level l i according to the power law as follows:
where l i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; h R i À 1 (the root is assumed at level l i = 0 and leaves at l i ¼ h R i À 1). Having a method for the calculation of q from the involved datasets, we have completed our cost model: we are able to evaluate the total cost of the K-CPQ for various values of K, dimensions and q using formula (8) , and the other dependent formulae (7), (9) and (10) .
Finally, the formula (8) is a generalization of the cost models for K nearest neighbor and spatial join queries (formulae (2) and (5), respectively). For spatial join query, we have dist cp (K) = 0, and the formula (7) is equivalent to (6); hence the formula (8) corresponds to (5) . For the case of K-NNQ, we have only one R-tree (R 1 , and R 2 does not need to be considered), and we have to remove from the formula (9) N R 2 and replace q by D 2 (q includes D 2 as a special case for one dataset [15] ), obtaining the formula (1), in the formula (10) we also replace q by D 2 to obtain (4), and removing s R 2 ;l 2 from (7) we get (3); hence the formula (8) corresponds to (2), because we have removed the R-tree R 2 and the multiplier in (8) is now 1 instead of 2.
Extensions of the cost model
Buffer queries
We can adapt our cost model to another type of distance join query as buffer query [9] . This query involves two spatial datasets and a distance threshold d. The answer is a set of pairs of spatial objects (in our case, pairs of points) from the two input datasets that are within distance d from each other (it is related with the similarity join [23] , where the problem of deciding if two objects are similar is reduced to the problem of determining if two high-dimensional points are within a certain distance of each other). Formally: Given two different datasets S 1 and S 2 of N S 1 and N S 2 spatial objects, respectively, a buffer query retrieves all different pairs of objects from S 1 · S 2 with distance less than or equal to d. The cardinality of the answer set is in the range ½0 . . . N S 1 Ã N S 2 . An example of such a query is to find pairs of cities and cultural landmarks that are within 3 km of each other. In [9] , this problem is solved for non-point (lines and regions) spatial datasets, where efficient algorithms for computing the minimum distance for lines and regions, pruning techniques for filtering in a Depth-First algorithm, and extensive experimental results are presented.
Therefore, we can adapt the Best-First K-CPQ algorithm (z d and K does not need to be considered) as is the Fig. 5 (input: two R-trees (R 1 and R 2 ) indexing two point datasets, a distance threshold (d), and a file for the final result (resultSet); output: a file for the final result (resultSet)).
Of course, if the R-trees have different heights, we can use the fix-at-leaves technique, although in [9] are executed window queries (d-distance range query, which involves one point dataset, a query point and a distance threshold d; and the answer is a set of points from the input dataset that are within distance d from the query point) from the leaves of the smallest R-tree on the largest one.
Therefore, a simple derivation our cost model (formulae (7) and (8)) can estimate the number of node accesses for buffer queries (where points are indexed by R-trees) as follows: 
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The effect of buffering
For the buffering study, on the one hand, we can extend our formula when a path buffer is activated in each R-tree, in the same way as in [32] for a Depth-First algorithm for spatial joins. Each R-tree makes use of a path buffer accommodating all nodes of the active path, which were accessed last. For this reason, this buffer has an important impact for Depth-First algorithms, where they put higher priority to the nodes in the largest path, and the path buffer always maintains the active path of R-tree nodes from root to the last accessed leaf. In our case, we have Best-First algorithms, and they put higher priority to the nodes (pairs of nodes) with the smallest lower bound (MinDist value) and the impact of path buffers (one for each R-tree) can be smaller than the effect of path buffers on Depth-First algorithms. Moreover, the total size of the path buffer for K-CPQ is limited by h R 1 þ h R 2 R-tree nodes and we cannot enlarge its size in order to get better performance results, although small buffer sizes can notably affect the cost of join queries using Depth-First algorithms. Therefore, here, we omit this study.
On the other hand, we can study the buffering impact when a global LRU buffer is incorporated over a distance join query (K-CPQ or buffer query). The only study of a cost model for predicting the performance of spatial join query using R-trees when a global buffer is present was proposed in [20] . In such analysis, a probabilistic analysis of paging pattern assuming that the inter-access page faults are exponentially distributed was studied. They did not consider the LRU buffer management over this kind of indexes (R-trees). Another related work was proposed in [24] , when a buffer model was presented to estimate the expected number of distinct R-tree node accesses in N consecutive range queries. In this buffer model, a uniform access pattern in the context of buffering of R-tree nodes was considered. Here, we will base on the buffer model proposed in [6] , which can model buffer performance with non-uniform distributions (access patterns).
In our analysis, we need to estimate the buffer hit probability in an LRU buffer, and we are going to use the buffer model proposed in [6] . Here, we will only briefly review this buffer model, and for the interested reader, the derivation and details behind the equations can be found in [6] . A database, in this buffer model, has of size N data pages (granules in [6] ), partitioned into p partitions. Each partition contains b j of the data pages (as a fraction of the total database size), and a j of the accesses (access probability) is done to each partition. The distributions within each of the partitions are assumed to be uniform. All accesses are assumed to be independent of all previous requests (Independent Reference Model). We also denote an access pattern (partition set) for a set of data pages as AP, where AP has p partitions, each j (0 6 j 6 p À 1) partition is characterizes by b j and a j (AP = {b 0 , b 1 , . . ., b pÀ1 , a 0 , a 1 , . . ., a pÀ1 }); and the following is satisfied:
After n accesses with access pattern AP (p is the number of partitions) to the database containing N data pages, the number of distinct data pages from partition j (0 6 j 6 p À 1) that have been accessed can be approximated by:
When the number of accesses n is such that the number of distinct data pages accessed is less than or equal to the buffer size B; Bðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ P pÀ1 j¼0 B j ðn; N ; AP Þ 6 B, the buffer hit probability for partition j (0 6 j 6 p À 1) can be approximated by:
(1/(b j * N) represents the probability that a data page is accessed in the partition j) and the average buffer hit probability can be estimated as:
The steady state average buffer hit probability in an LRU-managed buffer given a certain access pattern can be approximated to the buffer hit probability when the buffer first becomes full (i.e., n is chosen as the largest n that satisfies Bðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ P j B j ðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ B, where B is the number of data pages that fits in the buffer: H LRU (B, n, N, AP) = H(n, N, AP).
When the buffer size is varied, the expected number of accesses (n) needed to fill the buffer (i.e. to satisfied the condition B(n, N, AP) 6 B) can be determined by a binary search (because B j (n, N, AP) is monotonically increasing function with respect to n). Alternatively, we could compute Bðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ P j B j ðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ B using the equation of B j (n, N, AP) for all partitions (p), increasing n with some stride, and plot B(n, N, AP) versus H j (n, N, AP) (0 6 j 6 p À 1), in order to obtain the same characteristic [6] .
We have reviewed the buffer model for independent and non-hierarchical access [6] . Modeling buffer for hierarchical access methods, as R-trees, is not difficult to adapt [25] . Even searches to the leaves can be considered to be random and independent, R-tree nodes (index pages) accessed during traversal of the R-tree are not completely independent. For this reason, we are going to modify the previous buffer model to take into account a hierarchical index structure (R-tree), in order to approximate the average buffer hit probability assuming that each R-tree level is accessed with the same probability, obtaining an R-tree buffer model different to the proposed in [24] , where an uniform access pattern within each partition in the context of buffering of R-tree nodes was considered.
Initially, for a given R-tree R i , we have p R i ¼ h R i partitions (h R i is the height of R i ) with access pattern AP R i ;l i at each l i level, and each of these partitions has N R i ;l i R-tree nodes. The access probability of each partition is 1=h R i . According to [6, 25] , if we want to account for hot spots, we divide the partition of leaf nodes of R i into p R i ;h R i À1 partitions with access pattern AP R i ;h R i À1 (in total, we have p R i ¼ ðh R i À 1Þ þ p R i ;h R i À1 partitions), each with a fraction of b R i ;h R i À1;j of the R-tree (R i ) leaf nodes (R i ; h R i À 1; j represents the j partition at leaf level (h R i À 1) of the R-tree R i ), and access probability a R i ;h R i À1;j relative to the same partition at leaf level. Thus, each of these partitions have size b R i ;h R i À1;j Ã N R i ;h R i À1 (where h R i À 1 is the level of the leaf nodes in the R-tree R i ) and access probability a R i ;h R i À1;j =h R i . The hot spots at the leaf level make access to R-tree nodes on upper R-tree levels non-uniform, but as long as the average R-tree node fan-out (f R i ) is sufficiently large, and the hot spot areas are not too narrow, we can treat accesses to R-tree nodes on upper levels (non-leaf levels) as uniformly distributed within each R-tree level (partition) [25] . With these modifications, an R-tree R i of height h R i , and p R i ;h R i À1 partitions at leaf level with access pattern AP R i ;h R i À1 , the equations for b R i ;l i ;j (fraction of R-tree nodes in each partition in the R-tree R i at level l i ) and a R i ;l i ;j (access probability of each partition in the R-tree R i at level l i ) become:
where Nodes R i represents the total number of R-tree nodes in the R-tree R i Table 1Þ and X
Hence, under buffer model [6] , after n R-tree node accesses with access pattern AP R i ;l i (p R i is the number of partitions) to the R-tree R i containing Nodes R i R-tree nodes, the number of distinct R-tree nodes of R-tree R i at level l i from partition j (0 6 j 6 p R i À 1) that have been accessed can be approximated by:
where 1=ðb R i ;l i ;j Ã Nodes R i ) represents the probability that an R-tree node of the R-tree R i at level l i is accessed in the partition j. From this equation, 1 À ð1 À 1=ðb R i ;l i ;j Ã Nodes R i ÞÞ a R i ;l i ;j Ãn represents the probability that an R-tree node is accessed after n accesses from the R-trees R i at level l i in the partition j.
The average number of distinct R-tree nodes of R-tree R i , can be approximated by
Finally, we can estimate the average buffer hit probability in an LRU-managed buffer given a certain access pattern, by using the buffer hit probability equation ðH ðn; N ; AP Þ ¼ P j fa j Ã H j ðn; N ; AP ÞgÞ such that B R i ðn; Nodes R i ; AP R i ;l i Þ ¼ P j B R i ;l i ;j ðn; Nodes R i ; AP R i ;l i Þ ¼ Bð0 6 j 6 p R i À 1Þ, with B R i ;l i ;j ðn; Nodes R i ; AP R i ;l i Þ; b R i ;l i ;j and a R i ;l i ;j defined above as: H LRU R i ðB; n; Nodes R i ;
In our case (the K-CPQ), we have two R-trees (R 1 and R 2 , i.e. the total number of R-tree nodes is Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ), a global LRU buffer with size B R-tree nodes as in Fig. 6 ; and r(K) represents the probability that a pair of MBRs (one from R 1 at level l 1 and another from R 2 at level l 2 ) are accessed whenever the minimum distance between the two MBR regions is smaller than or equal to dist cp (K) for K-CPQ (similarly, r(d) is for buffer queries, where d is the distance threshold). Assuming h R 2 6 h R 1 and 
pattern (AP
since this access pattern has been widely employed in many analysis and simulations [6, 25] ,
and a cp;
According to [6] , we know that ð1 À rðKÞÞ a cp;l i ;j Ãn is the probability that a pair of MBRs separated by a distance smaller than or equal to dist cp (K) is not accessed after n accesses from each level of the R-trees R 1 and R 2 (l i , such that l 2 6 l 1 ) in the partition j. Thus, 1 À ð1 À rðKÞÞ a cp;l i ;j Ãn is the probability that a pair of MBRs separated by a distance smaller than or equal to dist cp (K) is accessed after n accesses from each level of the R-trees R 1 and R 2 (l i , such that l 2 6 l 1 ) in the partition j. Therefore, after n accesses to R-trees R 1 and R 2 with access pattern AP cp;l 1 (p cp ¼ h R 1 þ 1 ð0 6 j 6 h R 1 Þ partitions) and containing Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 R-tree nodes, the number of distinct R-tree nodes of R-trees R 1 and R 2 at levels l 1 and l 2 that have been accessed for K-CPQ can be approximated by:
and the average number of distinct R-tree nodes can be also estimated by:
Finally, we can estimate the average buffer hit probability for K-CPQ in an LRU-managed buffer given a certain access pattern, by using the buffer hit probability equation ðH ðn; N; AP Þ ¼ P j fa j Ã H j ðn; N ; AP ÞgÞ, with B cp ðn; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þ ¼ B defined above as: H LRU cp ðB; n; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þ ¼ H ðn; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þ ¼ P j fa cp;l 1 ;j Ã H cp;l 1 ;j ðn; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þg. That is,
where, H cp;l 1 ;j ðn; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þ ¼ 1 À ð1 À rðKÞÞ a cp;l 1 ;j Ãn , and
The estimated average buffer hit probability (H LRU cp ðB; n, Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 )) for K-CPQ represents the number of hits (avoided disk accesses) in an LRU-managed buffer with size B with respect to the total disk accesses without buffer (NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K)) for this kind of query.
On the other hand, the estimated average buffer no-hit probability (1.0 À H LRU cp ðB; n; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP cp;l 1 Þ) for K-CPQ represents the number of failures (disk accesses or node faults) in an LRU-managed buffer with size B with respect to the total disk accesses without the presence of buffer.
Obviously, B must be smaller than or equal to Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 to have impact in the query processing, i.e. larger buffer sizes will not have any positive effect in the overall buffer performance. Moreover, NA LRU cp ðB; R 1 ; R 2 ; KÞ can be bounded by Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 as lower bound, although in real experiments this value can be slightly smaller than Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 , due to some R-tree nodes cannot be accessed during the processing of the query algorithm. Therefore, the estimated average buffer hit probability can be bounded as follows:
To extend the previous formulae (12), (13) and (14) from K-CPQ to buffer queries (bq) is not difficult. First, b bq;l i ;j and a bq;l i ;j are the same as b cp;l i ;j and a cp;l i ;j . Second, to compute B bq;l i ;j , we have to consider r(d) instead of r(K). And finally, for computing NA LRU bq ðB; R 1 ; R 2 ; dÞ and H LRU bq ðB; n; Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 ; AP bq;l 1 Þ, we need to use NA bq ðR 1 ; R 2 ; dÞ instead of NA cp ðR 1 ; R 2 ; KÞ.
Experimental results
This section experimentally evaluates the proposed model, using R*-tree [2] as the underlying spatial access method. If the R*-trees have different heights, we will use the fix-at-leaves technique [11] . We have used synthetic datasets (uniform distributions, UN1 and UN2) that contain 100,000 2-dimensional points and real-life datasets (the 2-dimensional data space is normalized to have unit length). Real 2-dimensional datasets are data of California: (1) from [34] that contains 98,451 points (MBRs of streams (line segments), which have been transformed to points by taking the middle point of each segment, CAS); and (2) from Sequoia benchmark [31] that consists of 62,556 points (populated places, CAP). The used point datasets are depicted in the Fig. 7 : (a) uni-form, (b) CAS and (c) CAP. For uniform datasets, we have the correlation exponent value q(UN1, UN2) = 2.0; and for real datasets q(CAS, CAP) = 1.951866859. Moreover, the average node utilization is set to 70% (Uavg R i ¼ 0.7), typical value according to [14] for the R*-tress.
Our cost model is based on the estimation of the distance of the Kth closest pair (dist cp (K)). Table 4 shows the estimated dist cp (K) and z (measured distance value of the Kth closest pair found at the end of the execution of the K-CPQ algorithm), varying the cardinality of the result (K) from 1 to 100,000, for uniform and real datasets. We can observe the small difference between them, even for large K values. Therefore, our formula to estimate the distance of the Kth closest pair (dist cp (K)) is quite accurate and appropriate to use in the computation on K-CPQ index selectivity (r(K)), which is the basis of the NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K) formula.
To show the accuracy of our cost model, the next experiment studies the behavior of the formula (8) that estimates the total I/O cost in terms of R-tree node accesses (NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K)) for K-CPQ with respect to the increase of K (number of pairs in the final result) values, varying from 1 to 100,000. Fig. 8 illustrates the measured and the estimated disk accesses for uniform (Fig. 8a) and real (Fig. 8b) datasets where the maximum R-tree node capacity (Cmax R i ) was set to 50 (1 Kbyte). We can notice from both charts that they follow very similar trends (the lines for measured values is slightly larger than the estimated one), which average relative error is around 0-4% for uniform and 1-2% for real datasets.
To study the behavior of our cost model with respect to the variation in the maximum branching factor of the R*-trees (Cmax R i ¼ 25, 50, 100 and 200) as in [22] for K-NNQ, and K (from 1 to Table 4 Estimated dist cp (K) and measured distance value Kth closest pair at the end of the execution of K-CPQ algorithm (z) for uniform and real datasets 100,000), keeping the population of the read datasets constant (CAS, CAP, and q = 1.951866859). Table 5 shows the estimated number of R-tree node accesses from the formula NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K) and the measured disk accesses using the Best-First K-CPQ algorithm. From these results we can experimentally prove the accuracy of our cost model for this kind of distance-based join query (K-CPQ). For example, we have considered very large K values (K = 100,000) and the difference between measured and estimated R-tree node accesses is very low (around 2% in average for all Cmax R i values). The same experiment was run for uniform datasets and the Table 6 shows the measured and estimated number of R-tree node accesses. As in Table 5 , the estimated values are close to the measured ones (e.g. Cmax R i ¼ 50 the average relative error is around 1.5% for all K values), although for Cmax R i ¼ 200 the relative error is increased around 5%.
Another alternative to measure the accuracy of our cost model is to show the relative error (RE) of the measured results (R-tree node accesses) compared to the predictions.
abs EstimatedNodeAccesses À MeasuredNodeAccesses ð Þ MeasuredNodeAccesses Fig. 9 illustrates the relative error of the measured R-tree node accesses with respect to the estimated ones for uniform (Fig. 9a) and real (Fig. 9b) datasets, where the K and Cmax R i are varied. For uniform distributions the relative error is below 6% (for the highest Cmax R i ¼ 200, we can no- tice the largest relative error). For real datasets, the relative error is lower than the uniform (less than 1.4%), highlighting the values for the smallest fan-out (Cmax R i ¼ 25), which are smaller than 0.28%. In general, the relative error is very small for all our experiments. It means that our cost model for K-CPQ is very accurate.
In the next experiment, we evaluate the analytical formula for K-CPQ estimation consists of varying the cardinality of one of the real dataset (CAS), keeping constant the other one (CAP). We have produced three different datasets from CAS, choosing randomly 73,838 (CAST), 49,226 (CASH) and 24, 613 (CASC) . The values of the correlation exponent for these datasets with respect to CAP are the following: q(CASC, CAP) = 1.925609934, q(CASH, CAP) = 1.901360599, q(CAST, CAP) = 1.978895579, and q(CAS, CAP) = 1.951866859. Also, we have to highlight that fixing Cmax R i ¼ 50 the heights of the R*-trees are h CAP = 3, h CAS = 4, h CAST = 4, h CASH = 3 and h CASC = 3. Fig. 10 illustrates estimated R-tree node accesses using NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K) (Fig. 10a) and the relative error (Fig. 10b ) of the measured node accesses with respect to the estimated ones for real datasets varying the cardinality of CAS. From the left chart, we can observe trends very similar to the measured disk accesses, even when the R-tree heights are different. But the most interesting conclusion can be obtained from the right chart, the relative error (of the measured results compared to the predictions of the proposed model) is usually around 0-2%, which confirm the Table 6 Estimated NA cp (R 1 , R 2 , K) and measured R-tree node accesses for K-CPQ for uniform datasets, varying the branching factor (Cmax Ri ) and cardinality of the final query result (K) accuracy of the formula of our cost model for K-CPQ (mainly based on the correlation exponent q) when the cardinality of the datasets involved on the distance-based join query is varied. The same experiments have been performed for buffer queries (another kind of distance join), where the distance threshold d can be given by the user and it is not necessary its estimation. The Fig. 11 shows the estimated and measured number of R-tree node accesses for such a query from the formula (11), varying d for the values {0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008 and 0.01} and using uniform (Fig. 11a) and real (Fig. 11b) datasets (Cmax R i ¼ 50). Again, both charts follow the same tendency, although the relative error between them is slightly larger than for K-CPQ, it is around 3-9% for uniform and 2-10% for real datasets. It is interesting to observe the trend of the curves in the right chart, where the larger the threshold distance is the larger the gap becomes.
The behavior of the cost model with respect to the variation of Cmax R i of the R*-trees and the distance threshold d is shown in Table 7 . The estimation of the number of R-tree node accesses using the formula NA bq (R 1 , R 2 , d) is quite accurate, e.g. for large d values (d = 0.01) the difference between the measured and estimated R-tree node accesses is around 10% in average for all Cmax R i values. The same experiment was run for uniform datasets and the Table 8 shows the measured (experimental results using the algorithm of Fig. 5 ) and estimated number of R-tree node accesses (NA bq (R 1 , R 2 , d). As in Table 7 , the estimated values are close to the measured ones (e.g. Cmax R i ¼ 25 the average relative error is around 3% for all d values), although for Cmax R i ¼ 50 and Cmax R i ¼ 200 the relative errors are increased around 6% in average. Fig. 12 illustrates the relative error of the measured R-tree node accesses with respect to the estimated ones (NA bq (R 1 ,R 2 , d)) of buffer queries for uniform (Fig. 12a) and real (Fig. 12b ) datasets, where d and Cmax R i are varied. For uniform distributions the relative error is below 9% (for a medium Cmax R i (=50) and low d values, we can detect the largest relative error, 8.79%). For real datasets, the relative error is larger than the uniform (less than 14%), highlighting the relative error values for the largest Cmax R i (=200), which are smaller than 4% in average for all d values.
As conclusion of the previous results of our cost model for R-tree distance join queries (K-CPQ and buffer queries) is that it achieves an average relative error for R-tree node accesses with a maximum value of 6% (K-CPQ) and 14% (buffer queries). We believe these error values are within an acceptable confidence level of cost prediction for distance join queries, demonstrating that our cost model can be considered as an effective tool in the cost estimations of R-tree distance joins during the distance join query optimization step.
On the other hand, to validate experimentally our LRU buffer model for distance join queries (K-CPQ), we have also compared the estimated result with the measured ones for the number of disk (R-tree node) accesses and the average buffer hit probability according to the formulae (13) and (14), respectively. The formula (13) In our experiments, we maintain an LRU-managed buffer with size B and an access to an R-tree node resident in the buffer, makes the R-tree node move to the front of the LRU buffer according to this page replacement policy. The buffer model formulae assume a hot buffer, i.e. we warm up the buffer by doing a large number of requests, before we start to measure the buffer hit probability. Finally, we will compute the measured average buffer hit probability as follows (similar to Eq. (14)):
H LRU cp measured ðB; R 1 ; R 2 ; KÞ ¼ 1.0 À NA LRU cp measured ðB; R 1 ; R 2 ; KÞ NA cp measured ðR 1 ; R 2 ; KÞ Fig. 13 illustrates the overall buffer hit probability for uniform datasets, different maximum fanouts and buffer sizes. We can see clearly how the average buffer hit probability increases when an LRU buffer is present, even with small size (B = 8 R-tree nodes). After that point, it grows more slowly (in the range between 0.4 and 0.8), until it reaches the point where the buffer size is equal to Nodes R 1 þ Nodes R 2 . We can also observe how close the estimated values are to the measured results, and the small difference between Cmax R i ¼ 50 and Cmax R i ¼ 200 (the larger Cmax R i the smaller buffer hit probability). For number of R-tree nodes, the Fig. 14 shows the same experimental configurations. The measured results are very close to the estimated ones, which confirm the accuracy of our buffer model for this kind of R-tree distance join query (K-CPQ). For example, the average relative error between the measured and estimated number of R-tree node accesses for Cmax R i ¼ 50 is around 7.5% and for Cmax R i ¼ 200 is 9.3%, which are acceptable results to demonstrate the accuracy of our R-tree buffer model for K-CPQ. For real datasets, we have observed very similar behaviors for the buffer hit probability and for the I/O activity needed for K-CPQ, using similar configurations (80/20 access pattern, K = 100, different Cmax R i values (50 and 200), buffer sizes, etc.). For instance, in the Fig. 15 , the trends of the curves for measured and estimated buffer hit probability are similar to the uniform case. And in the 16 , the average relative error between the measured and estimated number of R-tree node accesses for Cmax R i ¼ 50 is around 6.2% and for Cmax R i ¼ 200 is 6% (these errors are acceptable). Again, as conclusion of these results related to LRU buffer model for R-tree distance join queries (K-CPQ) is that, it achieves an average relative error for R-tree node accesses with a maximum value of 9% and the estimated average buffer hit probability obtained results very close to the measured ones. Thus, we believe these error values are within an acceptable confidence level of cost prediction for distance join queries, demonstrating that our buffer model is quite precise.
Conclusions and ideas for future extensions
In this paper, we have presented an I/O cost model for the K Closest Pairs Query (K-CPQ) and others R-tree distance join queries. The development of our model was based on previous analytical results for nearest neighbor and spatial intersect join queries, which can be considered a generalization of them. We avoided following the unrealistic assumptions of uniformity and independence. On the contrary, the formulae we developed correspond to real data and depend mainly on the correlation exponent (q) and number of pairs in the final result (K). Our analysis assumes a typical (non-uniform) workload where queries are more probable in high-density areas of the address space. The proposed cost model (formulae and guideline) could be used in a query optimizer for spatial query processing and optimization purposes, where distance join queries are involved. Moreover, we have successfully extended our cost model to buffer queries and to the analytical study of including buffering (LRU buffer model) in K-CPQ using R-trees.
Experimental results on both synthetic (uniform) and real datasets showed that the proposed analytical model is very accurate (varying several parameters as cardinality of the query result (K), maximum branching factor (Cmax R i ), different dataset cardinalities and data distributions, etc.), with the relative error being usually around 0-6% (K-CPQ) and 0-14% (buffer queries) when the estimated results are compared to the measured costs using R*-trees. We believe these error values are within an acceptable confidence level of cost prediction for distance join queries, demonstrating that our cost model can be considered as an effective tool in the cost estimations of R-tree distance joins during the distance join query optimization step. Finally, the experiments of our cost model, when an LRU-managed buffer is added, have shown that theoretical results have been very similar to the measured ones in terms of buffer hit probability and number of R-tree node accesses, which confirm the accuracy of the proposed extensions of our cost model. Future work may include:
• Experimentation with high-dimensional points datasets, taking into account an upper and lower bound of the average number of query sensitive anchors (based on Euclidean and maximum metrics) rather than the exact values as in [22] .
• Use of new approximation techniques for K-CPQ, in a similar way that in [33] for K-NNQ.
• Extend the proposed LRU buffer model to distance joins with multiple inputs indexed in Rtrees [12] , not only when we have two R-trees.
• Experimentation with different access pattern for the LRU buffer model (70/30, 90/10 and 95/ 05) with two partitions at leaf level and more partitions with appropriate access patterns.
• Generalization of our study for non-points spatial objects [28] .
